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sprinkler. Pipes of several different lengths conveying the pulp revolve round a central spindle, and spread the pulp evenly over the surface of the water with which the vat is filled. The sand settles to the bottom and accumulates there, while the slime overflows at the top. The vat is filled with water -before sand collection is begun. The collecting tanks of the Champion Reef
s               cyanide plant are shown in Fig. 151.l
1               When the accumulation of sand in
the vat readies nearly to the top, the water is drained off and the ore discharged by shovelling, or by means of machinery, such as the Blaisdell vat excavator (see p. ^55), in which steel discs attached to revolving arms push the sand towards the centre of the vat. In either case the sand falls through apertures in the bottom into ore-cars, or on to a travelling belt below. The sand is now in a suitable condition for leaching, containing only small quantities of slime. Sometimes the pulp collected in this way is treated directly without removal. In other mills, where the method of " double treatment" of the tailing is employed, the first solution of cyanide is directly applied to these vats, and, after draining, the pulp, wetted with cyanide solution, is transferred to the second treatment vats. Tins has the advantage of an additional aeration of the charge during treatment. Double treatment is made cheaper by using two superimposed vats. As already stated, the usual method is to remove the collected sand to the cyanide vats for treatment.
The slime overflowing from the collecting vats is treated with the rest of the slime \\ Inch has previously been separated from the, pulp by cone or other classifiers.
(r) Caldeeotfs Continuous Collection......In this method collecting vats
i o                                                                                .    '      '
are  not  used   and   time  is  saved.
•One arrangement is shown in Fig. 152.2 In this case sand from which the surplus water lias been drained on Caldecottfs sand filter table .is charged into the treatment vat. In other arrangements now generally
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1  Reproduced with the permission of the (?yauidc 'Plant Supply Co
2  Rand Mt'titllHff/icttl Pwrtiwi vol. ii., p. 208.

